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Proudest Professional Moment So Far: I do not believe that I have one great professional accomplishment but that through every

opportunity I have been able to build upon my strengths, skills, character traits, knowledge, and experience to become the person and

employee I am today. Personally, I believe this makes up my professional accomplishments.

The most important thing I learned while at Early College

was…

that with all things, what you put into it is what you get out of it.

Initially, I was not excited to be a part of ECHS because I did not

want to leave my base school community; however, looking back

it was the best opportunity I had been given at such a young age.

Although the first few weeks were very challenging, I quickly

acclimated and felt that all my needs were being met. At that time

it was difficult to understand but before the end of the first year, I

knew ECHS was where I was meant to be. Over my 4 years, I

tried my best to maximize my experience. I joined clubs and

organizations, stayed after school to study and meet with groups,

and even invested in community service initiatives. I graduated

with my associate degree and was then gifted with scholarships

that nearly covered all of my college expenses. I do not believe

that I would have been granted with such a prosperous future had

I not fully invested in my ECHS experience.

My education at ECHS prepared me for college and my career

by...

... by equipping me with multifaceted tools to be successful. These

tools include critical thinking, problem solving, communication, and

collaboration skills. With this strong foundation I felt prepared to

handle and overcome any challenges or situations that I may

encounter.

My advice for those who want to enter my career field…

...is to connect with an advisor or mentor who can encourage and

lead you through the process of pursing your nursing goals. It is

important that you prepare accordingly and organize your

academic schedule/track so that you will complete the necessary

requirements. Additionally, I would recommend that you gain

exposure to the medical field in various capacities whether that be

in internships, volunteer opportunities, and/or jobs.


